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Abstract: The Surface Detector Array of the Pierre Auger Observatory consists of more than 1600 water-
Cherenkov stations deployed in a triangular grid with a spacing of 1.5 km and covering an area of 3000km2. From
the recorded signals and their timing we reconstruct the impact point, the axis of extensive air-showers and the
lateral distribution of the particles on the ground. When the impact point of the shower at ground is close to a
detector, the dynamic range of the recording electronics is smaller than required to record the Cherenkov signal
produced by the particles. We present an off-line recovery procedure developed to estimate the signal in case of
saturation. We will discuss the performance of this method and the implications for event reconstruction.
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1 Introduction
In each of the water-Cherenkov stations 12 tonnes of
water in a light-tight container is viewed by three 9 inch
photomultipliers1 (PMTs) [1]. To increase the dynamic
range, a signal from each of the PMTs is sampled by
two 10 bit, 40 MHz FADC readouts, where one is directly
connected to the PMT anode, A, and the other to the last
dynode, D, through an amplifier chain [2] with effective
signal ratio D/A ≈ 30 (see schematics in Fig. 1). The
effective dynamic range achieved is∼15 bit and thus signals
overflowing the digital range only in the dynode readout
are trivially recovered using the unsaturated anode readout
(for a fraction of such events see gray points in Fig. 2).
Nevertheless, showers with energy of 1 EeV also saturate
the anode readout of stations that are less than around
200 m from the impact point, while for showers with energy
100 EeV this distance increases to∼500 m (see black points
in Fig. 2 for related probability). It is very difficult to cover
the full dynamic range since the shower signal rises rapidly
when approaching the shower core. However, part of the
signal can be recovered even if the PMTs are saturated.

Figure 1: Schematics of the readout components between the
PMT dynode and the front-end electronics (FE).

A self-calibration procedure is operated at the SD stations
based on monitoring of the signals of background muons
so that all references to signals are here given in relative
units of a single vertical equivalent muon (VEM). If not
otherwise stated, all plots are made using all 5T5 events [3]

1. Photonis XP 1805

Figure 2: Energy dependence of the probability that the station
closest to the impact point has a saturated dynode (upper points)
or anode signal (lower points).

with reconstructed zenith angles θ < 60◦ and at least one
saturated station. The fiducial trigger, 5T5, ensures adequate
containment of the event inside the array. Events recorded
from 1 January 2004 to 31 December 2012 are used for this
analysis.

From the black data-points in Fig. 2 it can be seen that in
more than half of the high-energy events the station closest
to the shower core is saturated and distorted by one, or a
combination of, the following non-trivial possibilities:
Overflow of the anode FADC with a dynamic range of
10 bit: with the ∼50 ADC channels dedicated for a baseline
offset, there are about 950 ADC channels left for the signal
range. The typical settings of the SD stations are such that
a signal of 1 VEM corresponds to ∼50 channels in the dyn-
ode readout and ∼1.6 in the anode readout, resulting in the
range overflow at ∼20 VEM in the dynode and 600 VEM
in the anode readout.
PMT non-linearity and saturation: due to the space-
charge effects the response of the PMT for anode currents
greater than 100 mA is no longer linear. We have modeled
(and measured) the PMT response with a function g(S)
which is linear for small input signals S and saturates to-
wards a constant maximum for large signals. With 1 VEM
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Figure 3: To illustrate of the relationship between anode charge
Qa and dynode undershoot Ud, values on abscissa were chosen as
X =Ud−1.35×10−4Qd−0.055Kd. The two insets show typical
saturated anode and dynode traces with lowering of the baseline
after the main signal pulse clearly seen.

corresponding roughly to ∼100 photoelectrons and with
a typical gain of 2×105, the anode FADC overflow men-
tioned above corresponds to currents of 50 mA, which is at
the onset of the PMT non-linearity specified by the manu-
facturer (production requirement was less than ±5% devia-
tion from linearity below 50 mA).

2 Recovery method
The anode and dynode readout chains can be effectively
described in terms of one and three RC circuits, respectively.
We expect that the amplitudes of the undershoots Ua and
Ud appearing in the anode and dynode traces are due to
coupling capacitors (see Fig. 1) in a simple relation to the
corresponding integral of the anode signal, also known as
charge Qa. Note that for large signals Ud itself can have
an “underflow” when the undershoot swing of the signal
goes below zero. The inclusion of Ua is therefore necessary
to extend the useful range of undershoot values. We have
employed two approaches: in the first, the time constants of
the RC circuits are calculated and the undershoot is obtained
analytically; in the second, a heuristic approach was used
to identify relevant observables from the data itself. These
observables correlate to the anode charge below saturation
and the expression obtained is then extrapolated into the
saturated regime. Since below saturation the two methods
had complementary systematic uncertainties, they were
combined into one expression with the difference serving as
an estimate of the systematic error. The final prediction of
the anode charge from the anode and dynode undershoots
can be written as

Qa = α Uβ

d + γ Ua +δ Qd + ε Kd +ζ , (1)

where the values of the coefficients α to ζ depend on the
magnitudes of the undershoots Ua ≷ 1 and Ud ≷ 30, and Kd
is the number of overflow bins in the dynode trace.

While individual characteristics of each PMT were thor-
oughly measured and checked for compliance with the spec-
ifications [4] before their deployment in the field, the non-
linearity and saturation of some PMTs deployed in the SD
array have been, for the purposes of this study, re-measured
deep into the saturated region with the two-LED technique
[5]. In this method the PMT response function g is obtained

Figure 4: Measurements of non-linearity and saturation for sev-
eral of the PMTs (various colors) deployed in the SD. The values
of nL close to zero correspond to the linear regime of the PMT
response while a value of −1 indicates total saturation (a plateau)
of the output voltage. Resistive load is 50Ω, i.e. 12 V corresponds
to 240 mA.

Figure 5: Time-dependent signal trace is fitted with the Moyal
functional form given in Eq. (4). In this example the overflow of
the dynamic range occurs at ∼600 VEM and the observed charge
of Qsat

a = 3670 VEM is increased by ∼200% through the recovery
method.

from consecutive measurements with increasing strength of
light flashes. The deviation from an absolute linear behavior
is deduced from the non-linearity estimator

nL =
VC− (V ′A +V ′B)

V ′A +V ′B
, (2)

where the V ′A and V ′B signals are already corrected to the
expected values, V ′A,B = g−1(VA,B), using the inverse of the
PMT response function obtained at lower intensities. Fig. 4
shows some of the actual curves for nL as a function of the
anode voltage. From all the measurements we deduced the
mean PMT response 〈g〉 and established ±σ bounds which
are used as estimates of the systematic uncertainties. Due
to the large difference of individual PMT responses in the
highly non-linear regime, the uncertainties are dominated
by these systematic effects. The determination of responses
of the individual PMTs is currently under study to reduce
this contribution to the uncertainties.

Tests with various functional forms showed that the best
description of large (but unsaturated) signal shapes is by
the functional form of the Moyal distribution [6],
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Figure 6: Spectrum of different signal categories over all stations
in all events. The distribution of the unsaturated signals is shown
with the blue-shaded region; the uncorrected saturated signals are
denoted with the black line, and the recovered saturated signals
are shown with black markers with statistical uncertainties (black
bars) and systematic uncertainty (yellow band).

M(x) = 1√
2π

exp[− 1
2 (x+ e−x)]. (3)

An example of a fit is shown in Fig. 5. In traces with the
range overflow we proceed by fitting the remaining parts
of the trace with a shifted (t0), broadened (σt ) and rescaled
function (a), wrapped together with the mean PMT response
function (g),

f (t) = g(aM((t− t0)/σt)/σt), (4)

where the charge estimate, Qa, from Eq. (1) is used as a
constraint on the integral of the resulting function,∫

f (t)dt ≡ cQa. (5)

The constant c contains integration and VEM calibration
factors. In this way we obtain from the signal overflow and
saturation of the PMT response, the final estimate of the
true charge

Qrec
a = ca. (6)

The total uncertainty of the recovered signal can be
separated into three sources: the uncertainty related to the
fitting of the Moyal shape, the uncertainty of the non-
linear PMT responses, and the uncertainty originating
from the extrapolation of the undershoot relations to large
charges. There is also the intrinsic accuracy of the detection
of Cherenkov light in the SD stations which is nearly
Poissonian (when considered in VEM units). All of the three
former uncertainties are increasing functions of the size of
recovered signal relative to the observed signal. While the
uncertainty from the fitting part is always less than 30%,
the PMT non-linearity and the undershoot parts can both
reach up to 70% for extremely large fractions of recovered
to observed signals but remain below 10% for fractions
below 4.

The recovered signal is used in the reconstruction
of the lateral distribution of the air-shower only at dis-
tances greater than ∼60 m. The corresponding term in the
maximum-likelihood fit is of log-normal form. At these dis-
tances the LDF shape is not well-known (or even unknown)
and the assumed power-law descriptions are probably no

Figure 7: Test of the signal recovery method. The scatter plot
shows agreement between the direct measurement of the signal
with the lowered-gain PMT and the signal estimate from the
recovery procedure on the remaining two signals of the nominal
PMTs (various colors indicate different stations). The resolution
of the method (see inset) is ∼10%.

Figure 8: Effect of the signal recovery procedure on the energy
ESD of the events where the change induced by the recovery
procedure is evaluated in terms of relative difference. The overall
spread of the energies is ∼4% (inset) and the energy dependence
of the energy difference stays below 2%.

longer good approximations since most of them are diver-
gent at such small scales and may be a poor description
of the flattening of the true LDFs at distances smaller than
several Molière radii.

In Fig. 6 a spectrum of signals from all triggered stations
in all events is shown for three cases: unsaturated signals,
saturated, and recovered signals. As can be clearly seen, the
saturated signals that could otherwise have been suppressed
are, after the recovery procedure, spread out to larger
magnitudes and the resulting spectrum makes a matching
continuation into the spectrum of the unsaturated signals
below 103 VEM.

3 Tests of the method
To validate the recovery procedure, the gain of one of the
three PMTs was lowered by a factor of 25 in 12 stations by
reduction of the high-voltage setting. In this way, for one of
the PMTs, the onset of saturation is extended from ∼500
to 12 000 VEM. The comparison of unsaturated signals
from this low-gain measurement with the saturated and
recovered signals from the other two PMTs enables us to
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Figure 9: An example of a lateral distribution reconstruction.
The signal close to the shower axis was recovered from 3500 to
11 000 VEM. The energy of the event is 64 EeV.

validate the recovery procedure and estimate its resolution
and systematic uncertainty.

In Fig. 7 such a comparison is presented for eight selected
stations which under lowered gain conditions had less than
5% deviation from the PMT linearity. Using individual nL
curves from the measurements (see Fig. 4) and undershoot
relations that have been using individually-tuned Eq. (1),
the signal recovery performs well and without bias with a
resolution of ∼10% all the way up to the recovered signals
of more than 104 VEM. Nevertheless, until a database of
individual nL measurements is established we can only use
an average nL parametrization, a mean undershoot relation
in our current implementation and the spread of the nL
curves must be included in the estimates of the systematic
uncertainties.

Fig. 8 shows the effect of the recovery procedure on
the reconstructed energy of the events where the relative
difference is defined as ∆E/E and the two energies ∆E =
Erec−E are those obtained with and without the recovery
procedure. The mean estimation of the energy of the cosmic
rays is changed by less than 2% with an RMS of 4%, but
differences of up to more than 15% can occur. The highest
energy events are less affected due to the high multiplicity
(more than 10 stations above 60 EeV) of stations that were
triggered by the shower.

Fig. 9 and 10 show two examples of an event illustrating
the effect of the saturation recovery on signal measurements
of the stations close to the shower axis. The signals from
the unsaturated stations are shown with black points while
the saturated observed signals are in red. The recovered
signals are shown in blue. While the first event suffered
saturation only in the closest station, the second event had
the two closest stations saturated. The resulting fitted LDF
and its uncertainty are shown with blue line and shaded
band. Untriggered stations without a signal are denoted by
the blue triangles.

4 Summary
We have presented a recovery method used in the off-line
reconstruction of the surface detector events of the Pierre
Auger Observatory [9]. The method enables inclusion of
saturated stations in the lateral distribution-function fits
with consequent improvements in energy estimation.

The resolution of the recovered signal is 20% if the

Figure 10: Another example of an event with two saturated
stations. The signals close to the shower axis were recovered from
2400 to 2800 VEM and from 2500 to 5100 VEM. The energy of
the event is 103 EeV.

PMT responses for very high currents are known. The re-
covery procedure extends the dynamic range of the PMTs
from about 3×103 VEM up to 106 VEM, currently with
uncertainties larger than 60% for recovered signals above
105 VEM. Taking into account the individual PMT re-
sponses will reduce this uncertainty in the future.
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